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Introduction

This paper is the first in a three-part series on 
the worldview and strategic ambitions of the 
People’s Republic of China (PRC) published by 
MITRE’s Center for Strategic Competition.

 � In Part I of the series, I offer an outline of 
what I see to be the primary concepts that 
PRC officials—and, more specifically, those 
of the ruling Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP)—bring to the table in approaching the 
world beyond China’s borders, and in framing 
Beijing’s approaches to foreign affairs and 
national security issues.

 � In Part II, I will discuss the specific axes of 
competition that China envisions through the 
concept of “comprehensive national power,” 
and through which it approaches the strategic 
ambitions it has set for itself.

 � In Part III, I will round out the trilogy on 
China’s strategic vision by describing the 
future world order that Chinese strategists 
imagine to be possible, and that CCP leaders 
have made it their objective to pursue.

These papers are based upon the idea that policymaking 
in response to the geopolitical challenges China presents 
to the United States—and to America’s allies, partners, 
and friends around the world—needs to be informed by 
an understanding of how Chinese leaders see the world 
and frame their own objectives therein. As the scholar 
Zheng Wang puts it, for instance, “[i]If we want to figure 
out China’s intentions, we must first appreciate the 
building blocks of China’s intentions.”1 It has also been 
observed that “a state’s foreign policy owes its shape 

and dynamism to the 
ideological premises of the 
ruling elite, or the dominant 
faction, at any given time.”2

Accordingly, this series of 
papers offers an exegetical 
outline of China’s strategic 
vision. As U.S. leaders 
devise their own strategies 
and make decisions 
in managing strategic 
competition with China, they need to understand as 
much as possible about “where China is coming from” 
in conceptional and ideological terms. They need to 
understand, in other words, the assumptions CCP 
officials make about how the world works, the identity 
they claim for themselves on the basis of curated and 
cultivated foundations of Chinese historical memory, the 
role and mission they ascribe to themselves and to China 
in this context, and their vision for what the world will 
look like if Beijing “wins” the fateful competition with the 
United States upon which it has embarked.

These papers focus upon the narratives CCP elites 
advance and the concepts they apparently hold, and 
do not presume to adjudge the feelings of ordinary 
Chinese people, whom the Communist Party notoriously 
denies the ability to debate political issues and express 
themselves freely. The CCP regime certainly works 
hard to convince its subjects of the correctness of the 
Party line, to which they are expected to conform their 
thoughts, speech, and behavior, and it has invested 
hugely in “patriotic education” campaigns designed to 
ensure that the population actually thinks in many of the 
terms outlined here.3 Sinological epistemology, as it were, 
can be challenging in the intensely surveilled and often 

ACCORDINGLY,  
THIS SERIES OF 
PAPERS OFFERS  
AN EXEGETICAL 
OUTLINE OF CHINA’S  
STRATEGIC VISION.
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brutally coercive information space of modern CCP-ruled 
China,4 and how successful the Party’s efforts have been 
is beyond the scope of this study. “Ordinary” Chinese 
may, or may not, subscribe to the CCP elite narratives 
recounted in these pages.

Nevertheless, it is important to understand CCP 
narratives precisely because they are elite narratives, 
articulated by China’s ruling regime to justify and explain 
PRC behavior and Party choices, to help provide 
legitimacy to the Party’s continuing grip on power in 
China,5 and as part of a normative framework purporting 
to guide China and the Chinese into the future. How a 
country’s political leadership responds to and acts within 
its international environment “depends at least in part on 
how decision makers understand the world and how they 
interpret the frequently ambiguous lessons of history.”6 
For U.S. leaders charged with managing Sino-American 
relations, concerned about China’s behavior, and seeking 
to understand the potential implications of China’s rise, 
it is essential to understand how the regime in Beijing 
sees the world and China’s place in it. These papers thus 
attempt to offer an account of China’s strategic vision.

It should be stressed that while these papers provide 
an account of how I believe the CCP sees the world 
and what it intends to accomplish therein, I offer no 
prediction here as to how successful the Party will be 
in achieving its objectives. (Indeed, these papers are 
offered in the hope that by understanding that vision, 
leaders in the United States and other parts of the world 

will be better able to prevent the CCP from succeeding in 
those aspects of its strategy that threaten U.S. interests, 
those of our allies and partners, and those of peoples 
everywhere who wish to continue to enjoy sovereign 
autonomy and democratically accountable, rule-of-law 
governance.) China may ultimately succeed in its aims, 
or it may not. The reader will find here not an augury of 
the future but merely a description of China’s strategic 
vision and its potential implications, which I hope 
will contribute to making our leaders wiser and more 
effective in their policymaking vis-à-vis the PRC.

This first paper argues that the CCP brings a distinctive 
mindset to international affairs. First, its worldview 
combines a belief in the “comprehensive” nature of 
national power with an assumption that the leading 
state in the international system has the opportunity, 
right, and indeed even the duty to set the norms and 
operating rules for that system. There is also in the 
regime’s thinking a strong feeling of historical grievance 
at how the proud “Middle Kingdom” was humbled 
by Western and Japanese power during its so-called 
“Century of Humiliation,” which has helped give rise 
to a strong sense that it is China’s destiny to right that 
wrong. Building upon this—and, as will be described, 
taking advantage of perceived shifts and trends in the 
international environment—the CCP feels that it has 
today a world-historical opportunity to achieve China’s 
“national rejuvenation” by reclaiming for Beijing a 
position at the center of the world system.
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The Concepts

The strategic vision CCP leaders hold is built upon a 
three-fold foundation: (1) a “comprehensive” conception 
of national power and its ingredients; (2) a monist theory 
of political authority and systemic dominance by the 
entity possessing such power in the greatest degree; and 
(3) an ideology of national grievance that provides an 
“engine” for aspirations to avenge past wrongs by bringing 
about China’s “rejuvenation” through placing Beijing 
“once more” in a central and dominating role in the world 
system. The following pages will examine in more detail 
this conceptual and ideational foundation for the CCP’s 
strategic vision.

“Comprehensive National Power”

China’s understanding of power is a multi-faceted one, 
which sees economics, military capabilities, political 
clout, diplomatic savvy, technological advantage, natural 
resources, geography, moral stature, and socio-cultural 
factors as aggregating—in mutually supportive ways—
into an overall concept of “comprehensive national 
power” (CNP)7 in which states in the international 
system can in theory be ranked against each other in a 
progressive order from the most powerful down to the 
least. For many years, Chinese scholars and officials 
actually tried to create such ranking tables to track their 
country’s progress. Although today there is less public 
sign of such an obsession with numerical quantification—
and the specific phrase “comprehensive national power” 
no longer seems to be widespread—the concept of CNP 
still resonates powerfully through Chinese strategy.8

CNP thinking first gained traction in CCP leadership 
circles in the early 1980s. It is particularly associated 
with Deng Xiaoping’s advisor Huan Xiang,9 who in a 
series of speeches beginning in about 1984 argued that 
the structure of world politics was changing and that 
“[t]he focal point of competition” in the world was no 

longer “solely … the struggle for military superiority.” 
Instead, it was also “a contest of economic, scientific 
and technological, military and political comprehensive 
strength.”10

Such thinking fit closely with Deng’s emphasis upon 
how advancements in science and technology—and 
on export-led growth of the Chinese economy—were 
essential to “national greatness.”11 As Huan had predicted 
at the time, it was indeed the case for China that “for 
the next several years … strengthening Comprehensive 
National Power will be the main task.”12 CNP theory has 
refracted through CCP strategy ever since.

Conceptually, CNP thinking seems to have drawn 
upon several sources. By some accounts, the idea of 
approaching power in a “comprehensive” and holistic 
way “originally stemmed from Chinese traditional military 
philosophy” dating to the Warring States period (c. 
475–221 B.C.E.)13 (These antecedents presumably 
included the ancient strategist Sun Bin’s advice to the 
king of Qi that the most efficacious way to build a ruler’s 
military power is “to make the state prosperous.”14) CNP 
theory also drew upon Soviet strategic traditions of 
thinking about the overall “correlation of forces” as a way 
of predicting the outcome of conflicts.15 It seems also to 
have been influenced by the work of former U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency official Ray Cline, whose “Modern 
Comprehensive National Power Equation” was for a time 
frequently cited by Chinese scholars as validating the 
CNP concept.16

The Chinese concept of “comprehensive national 
power” (zonghe guoli) also seems to draw upon ancient 
concepts of the “rectification of names,” a notion 
reflecting the vertical ordering of Confucian society 
in which properly describing the relational status of 
members of that society helped create harmonious order 
by defining the relationships and roles expected of them.
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“Just as the rectification of names purports to provide 
Confucianism with ‘an ideal social order with ‘everything 
in its place,’ so the development of CNP theory—
and especially CNP rankings—seemed to provide a 
comforting summing up of precisely who fell where in 
the international environment. (One might call this the 
rectification of rank.)”17

All in all, “the development of comprehensive national 
power studies in the PRC marked the emergence of 
a more Sinicized way of thinking about international 
relations,” and it both encouraged and helped support 
subsequent CCP efforts to promote “national self-
advancement by means of the purposeful development of 
capabilities in a range of economic, military, political and 
socio-cultural arenas.”18 Ever since Deng’s first embrace of 
zonghe guoli, Chinese leaders have consistently assumed, 
in effect, that nations compete with each other for pride of 
place on a sort of global “league table” of status rankings 
based upon the aggregated “comprehensive” power they 
have amassed across a wide range of domains.

Hegemony Theory and Sinic Monism

In this “comprehensive” manifestation, Chinese leaders’ 
view of geopolitical power is influenced by a distinctive 
feeling for what order and authority should look like, 
which itself has been influenced—though not rigidly 
determined—by their country’s long history of dynastic 
politics and Confucian-tinged culture. This traditional 
conception viewed political order as much (or more) in 
the vertical dimension than in the horizontal. It sculpted a 
moral geography that assumed authority both existed in a 
generally hierarchical form within any given organizational 
unit and organized itself in concentric circles around 
central authority, as it were, on a gradient of status and 
merit that proceeded outward from a single civilizational 
core to, ultimately, an essentially barbarous periphery.

“The Confucian theory of political order,” in other 
words, was “totalizing and monist.”19 In this worldview, 
traditionally “there was no modern concept of the nation-
state (guojia), only of dynasty (wangchao) and of all-
under-heaven (tianxia).”20 To the degree that it addressed 
what today would be regarded as “international” affairs, 
this system was characterized not so much by the sharp 
boundaries of geographic frontiers as by merely degrees 
of civilized harmony in a politico-civilizational hierarchy 
centered on the Chinese cultural heartland. As Timothy 
Brook, Michael van Walt van Praag, and Miek Boltjes 
have observed, in the Confucian worldview,

“Heaven served as the point of reference from which 
flowed the moral principles that Chinese associated 
with Confucianism. The most basic principle was 
hierarchy: every person occupied a social position 
that placed him or her in relationships of deference 
to those above and responsibility to those below. The 
only relationship of equality in the social hierarchy 
was between friends, but that was the exception 
that proved the rule of the Confucian moral system, 
which was inequality. The way Confucianism 
managed these unequal relationships was to 
conduct them through ritual, which choreographed 
how one should act appropriately in one’s 
relationships. Since ritual intercourse drew the map 
for social intercourse, harmony must always result. 
The ritual management of hierarchy had its political 
valence, for Confucius regarded correct relationships 
within the family as analogous to the correct 
relationship between ruler and subject. …  
A Chinese norm was offered, and foreign states were 
arranged in a civilizational hierarchy in terms of their 
willingness to conform.”21

Understanding this concept of “all under heaven” is very 
important. The notion of tianxia is 
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“crucial to understanding the moral geography 
of international order in ancient China—and, as 
we shall see, the whispers and echoes of such 
thinking that still resonate in modern Chinese 
concepts—because, by its nature, it refused to 
admit the possibility of any sovereign coequal with 
the emperor.”22

Tianxia necessarily refused to acknowledge “the world 
of formally equal states.”23 As the sage Mencius quoted 
Confucius himself (a.k.a. Kongzi24), in this theory of 
political order it was as impossible for there to exist 
genuinely coequal sovereignties on earth as for there to 
be “two suns in the heavens.”25

In fact, ancient Chinese political thought was not merely 
radically monist and Sinocentric, but was also to a 
remarkable degree unquestioningly so. For thousands of 
years after the basic contours of this political theory had 
developed during the Warring States Period (Zhanguo) 
(c. 476 – 221 B.C.E.), there existed in China essentially 
no other way of thinking about the world. As Yuri Pines 
has argued, after that point “not a single known thinker 
or statesman considered the multistate world to be either 
legitimate or desirable” and “not a single known text 
challenges the concept of the ruler’s monopolization of 
the ultimate administrative authority.” To the contrary, 
there was “unanimous endorsement of the monarchic 
principle of rule,” and this monist mindset “influence[d] 
the intellectual and political atmosphere in the Chinese 
world for centuries.” Ancient Chinese thought is thus 
characterized by “the unanimous rejection of the 
multistate world … and of dispersed political authority” 
in general.26 (Nor, indeed, was any legitimate or lasting 
political order felt to be imaginable without a single, 
central power.)27

Such conclusions grew not merely out of a fixation upon 
ensuring order and avoiding interstate conflict,28 but also 
out of what one might call the Confucian conceit of virtue. 

That is, it grew in part out of the idea that legitimate 
political order is the result of benevolent virtue in a leader, 
and that the extent of that order is proportional to the 
extent of that leader’s virtue. Confucian conceptions 
of morality revolved centrally around the idea of virtue, 
and were embedded in a worldview in which Chinese 
civilization and culture were inherently superior to those 
of the “barbarians” that surrounded Chinese lands. In this 
view, the moral merit of societies everywhere depended 
upon their relative degree of Sinicization.

This is not to say that Confucian politics were in fact 
always virtuous in practice, of course, for China at various 
points warred against, invaded, and annexed territory 
from neighboring kingdoms,29 and even sent “gunboat 
diplomacy” expeditions to cow foreign rulers overseas 
into submissive postures not unlike the ways in which 
19th century European imperialists did.30 Confucius 
himself was by no means a pacifist, noting that  
“[w]hen good government prevails in the empire … 
punitive military expeditions proceed from the son of 
Heaven” in order to pacify restive peripheral barbarians 
and show them their proper place in the civilized order.31 
China’s ancient Confucian “second sage” Mencius 
agreed, citing the Book of Poetry to demonstrate that 
a Confucian king should periodically smite barbarian 
peoples in order to ensure that they knew their place.32 

Their adherents in subsequent generations not 
infrequently tried to mount just such expeditions, and 
later official pronouncements often seemed quite 
comfortable with “the view that China could not depend 
on virtue and moral superiority, but needed to use force 
against recalcitrance and barbarism.”33 According to 
Alastair Iain Johnston, such attitudes helped give rise to 
an “ideationally rooted” strategic culture in which “the 
nature of the enemy was defined by the concept of 
righteous war (yi zhan),” which involved “sending forth 
armor and weapons in order to punish the unrighteous” 
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and destroying enemies who were deemed to pose 
“a threat to the moral political order.”34 (This strategic 
culture, Johnston contends, “persists into the post-Mao 
period,” and still helps give China “a preference for 
offensive uses of force, mediated by a keen sensitivity to 
relative capabilities.”35 China, in other words, is perfectly 
happy to use force to accomplish its ends whenever it 
feels it can get away with doing so.) 

Indeed, it is even possible that traditional China’s 
virtuocratic self-conceptions made such aggression 
even easier to contemplate, inasmuch as in Confucian 
thinking, one’s basic humanity was itself not a given but 
rather inhered only to the degree that one had “learned 
to be human”36 by partaking in the bounty of Chinese 
civilization. To ancient Chinese thinkers, to be outside 
that civilization was to be in some important sense 
merely subhuman: 

“one whose people did not follow li [Confucian rites 
and rituals] was not civilized, and its people were not 
fully human in the sense that they had no means of 
realizing their potential as human beings.”37

Using violence to subjugate restive peripheral barbarians 
and send fleets abroad to punish those who showed 
insufficient respect to the Imperial Chinese “Son of 
Heaven” (T’ien-tzu) was surely easier to the degree that 
one did not regard such barbarians as fully human to 
begin with.38 

In reality, according to modern scholar Yuan-kang Wang, 
despite its pretentions to benevolent attraction, the 
ancient Chinese tribute system was held together by the 
threat of force. “[M]aterial power, rather than cultural 
hegemony, was the decisive factor in the creation and 
maintenance of the tribute system,” Wang writes. That 
tribute system depended on an “asymmetry of power 
between China and the tributary polities” that let the 
emperor establish the “rules of the game” for the region, 

and during periods in which China could not maintain 
that sense of military threat, the system decayed. Indeed, 
Qing Dynasty historians themselves admitted this when 
writing the history of the Ming, noting that “[t]hose who 
did not submit were pacified by force.”39 As 16th century 
Korean chroniclers put it in recounting the history of 
their own country’s Koryo Dynasty (918 – 1392), the 
Confucian philosopher Mencius’ idealization of how “the 
small serves the big” really rested on “fear of Heaven”—
which means “fearing the power of a big nation in order 
to preserve one’s own country’s people.”40

Clearly, the point is not that ancient China was actually 
virtuous in practice. Rather, the point is that virtue—
instead of, for instance, popular sovereignty, divine right, 
or naked force of arms— was the central legitimizing 
claim of Confucian politics. For centuries, ever since the 
Zhou Dynasty overthrew the semi-legendary Shang in 
c. 1046 B.C.E, the core of each successive dynasty’s 
legitimacy narrative was that it had succeeded to 
power—claiming for itself the so-called “Mandate of 
Heaven”—because of its benevolence and virtue, which 
was always contrasted with the axiomatic corruption and 
villainy shown by the previous rulers, who had thereby 
forfeited that Mandate.41 (Indeed, through the Confucian 
prism, virtue and political authority were presumed to be 
so coextensive that political failure equated to “a form 
of moral failure: the ruler who presided over the fall of a 
dynasty must have been thoroughly evil.”42) This being 
so, it was perforce the case that a regime that laid claim 
to superlative virtue—as indeed all dynasties did—could 
not admit any equal. 

In the Confucian-inflected political discourse of ancient 
China, perfect virtue was thus indivisible:

“The notion of an irresistible, virtue-driven dynamic 
of progressive imperial accretion [of power] is 
central to the traditional Confucian conception of 
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world order. Sovereigns cannot, ultimately, exist 
alongside each other, coequal in legitimacy: one 
of them is necessarily the more virtuous, and his 
state will, thus, in time dominate the other, either 
simply swallowing it up or subjecting it to de facto 
vassalage.”43

Nor were “domestic” politics and “foreign” affairs 
fundamentally different, except merely by the extent of 
their distance—both literally and figuratively—from the 
Son of Heaven who sat at the center of this Confucian 
moral geography.44 

Awareness of the ancient virtuocratic conceit of 
Confucian political theory provides an important context 
for understanding modern Chinese strategic thinking, 
for this mindset has at least as much influence upon 
contemporary Chinese political and international theory 
as ancient Greek notions of the sovereign polis, medieval 
notions of chivalry and honor, and Christian “Just War” 
concepts do upon modern European and American 
thinking and international law. Confucianism’s claims 
about the indivisibility of perfect virtue and its role 
as the foundation of legitimate order gave traditional 
Chinese political and international thinking at least four 
characteristics:

 � A markedly hierarchical orientation and discomfort 
with the possibility of morally and politically coequal 
sovereign rulers;

 � A tendency to insist upon the fundamental unity of 
authority along a moral and political gradient centered 
upon one political and civilizational center even where 
the rulers of other peoples did wield a degree of 
effective and semi-autonomous power, with the result 
that China tends to view pluralism in “international” 
politics as inviting a struggle for hierarchical primacy; 

 � A terror of “disunity” within the lands of the Sinic 
cultural core, which would tend to imply a lack of 

virtue in China’s rulers, potentially even to the point of 
forfeiting the Mandate of Heaven; and

 � A rhetorical and positional prickliness that is at once 
haughty and deeply insecure, manifesting itself both 
in a tendency to levy moralistic criticisms at others 
and a desperate fear of admitting error or being seen 
as unvirtuous in ways that could lead to questions 
about possession of the Mandate of Heaven (e.g., 
selfishness, self-aggrandizement, aggression, 
corruption, or incompetence).

It is not difficult to glimpse refractions of this moralistic 
monism in Beijing’s domestic politics, foreign relations, 
and geopolitical ambition in the present day. They 
can be seen, for instance, in China’s obsession with 
“reunification” with Taiwan,45 its neuralgia about anything 
smacking of pluralism or “disharmony” in domestic 
politics,46 the mix of angry hyperbole and preening 
sanctimoniousness in its foreign policy discourse,47 
its fixation upon controlling how the rest of the world 
thinks and speaks about China,48 and its ambition of 
establishing a paternalistic “community of shared destiny 
for mankind” led by China and grounded in supposedly 
Chinese values.49 All in all, Beijing’s reluctance to admit 
the fundamental legitimacy of any other source of power 
in China, and its aspiration to rise above true coequality 
abroad,

“sound suspiciously like the ancient emperors’ 
refusal to admit the existence of legitimate alternative 
sources of political authority or anything that might 
suggest some imperfection in the perfect virtue from 
which the leadership’s political authority was deemed 
to flow.”50 

This has important implications for modern geopolitics, 
for with China’s history providing little precedent for 
the stable, long-term coexistence of juridically coequal 
sovereigns and its traditional ideas of moral governance 
and statecraft having difficulty even admitting that 
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possibility,51 Beijing’s commitment to the modern 
international system and international legality cannot 
be said to rest on a secure foundation. As this author 
warned years ago,

“As China’s strength grows … the Middle Kingdom 
may well become more assertive in insisting on the 
sort of Sinocentric hierarchy that its history teaches 
it to expect and its traditional notions of power and 
legitimacy will encourage it to demand.”52 

To be sure—as one would expect from a culture in which 
rulers are so keen to lay claim, however implausibly, to 
the possession of virtue as the fountainhead of their 
authority—Chinese accounts of international relations 
generally depict China’s rise and power in terms intended 
not to seem threatening to anyone else.53 This can be 
seen, for example, in their disavowal of “hegemony.”

Although the earliest Chinese strategic writings to discuss 
“hegemony” use the term merely descriptively, without 
moral baggage—to denote a situation in which one 
power has risen to a position of predominance such 
that it can effectively set the operational rules of that 
system—Chinese thinking at least since Mencius has 
sharply distinguished between “good” rule-setting (by the 
sort of benevolently dominant power that each dynasty 
claims to be) and “bad” rule-setting (by a selfish and evil 
hegemon).54 Chinese rulers invariably claim to be engaged 
in the former while accusing others of the latter.55

Sun Yat-sen (1866 – 1925), for example – the seminal 
Chinese nationalist leader and first head of the Republic 
of China after the fall of the Qing Dynasty—followed 
Mencius in drawing a distinction between the virtuous 
and praiseworthy “kingly way” (wangdao) through which 
China had traditionally dominated the states on its 
periphery, and the unvirtuous way of “military conquest 
and hegemony” (badao) with which he said the European 
and Japanese imperialists had sought to dominate 

China.56 Accusations of malevolently seeking hegemony 
also became commonplace under Mao Zedong, being 
first used by Chinese authorities in 1968 to describe the 
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia and promulgation of 
the “Brezhnev Doctrine.” Thereafter, “hegemony theory 
became the CCP’s default mode for interpreting the Soviet 
Union and the threat it posed to China.”57 

Today, similarly,

“Chinese leaders consistently criticize the notion that 
Beijing seeks global hegemony, which they seem 
to interpret as a sort of global dominance in which 
Beijing directly administers affairs in all or most parts 
of the world. This interpretation may resemble, in 
exaggerated form, a type of domination and control 
similar to that practiced by past European imperial 
powers.”58 

Thus, for instance, did Jiang Zemin declare that “China’s 
development will not pose a threat to any other country” 
and it will “never seek hegemony even when it becomes 
developed in the future.”59 Chinese commentators 
describe what they claim to be an ancient tradition in 
which the Middle Kingdom could have conquered anyone 
it wished, but that China has always simply chosen not 
to be expansionist because of its virtuousness, and 
hence “does not invade smaller or weaker nations and 
does not threaten neighboring countries.”60 From such a 
perspective, China’s rejuvenation is said to offer the rest 
of the world only what CCP officials describe as “win-win” 
(shuangying) solutions.61

In this vein, PRC Premier Wen Jiabao proclaimed in 
February 2009 that:

“The argument that a big power is bound to seek 
hegemony does not apply to China. Seeking 
hegemony goes against China’s cultural tradition, 
as well as the will of the Chinese people. China’s 
development harms no one and threatens no one. 
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We shall be a peace-loving country, a country that 
is eager to learn from and cooperate with others. We 
are committed to building a harmonious world.”62

Similarly, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang claimed in 2014 that 
“expansionism is not in the Chinese DNA,”63 while the State 
Council Information Office proclaimed in 2019 that while

“[i]t is true that in the past, countries that grew 
strong have sought hegemony, China will never 
pursue hegemony or expansion, nor will it seek to 
create spheres of influence, no matter how [the] 
international situation changes, how China develops 
itself.”64

There is nothing new in this, however, for as Geoff Wade 
has highlighted in describing the “obfuscation of power 
politics” by the Ming Dynasty, Chinese dynasties have 
essentially always attempted to depict themselves as 
uniquely benevolent and peaceable. No matter how 
military-minded and self-aggrandizing they have been, 
they “routinely stress the benevolence and peace-loving 
nature of the emperor and by extension his state.”65 In 
this, therefore, the CCP distinguishes itself not at all.

Nevertheless, whether one labels this phenomenon 
pejoratively as “hegemony” or indulges in Sinic 
exceptionalism by depicting it favorably as seeking 
Confucian “harmony” within tianxia,66 it is clearly the case 
that in the Chinese strategic vision the most powerful 
state in the geopolitical system sets the rules. As outlined 
by Xi Jinping himself and in the CCP publication Study 
Times—a theoretical journal published by the CCP’s 
Central Party School—dominant, rule-setting states have 
succeeded each other for centuries: the Spanish Empire, 
Great Britain, and then the United States, for example, 
each “seized the dominant power” in their turn.67

In effect, world history is seen as a succession of 
hegemonic normative systems, each established by the 
dominant player of its day. Rulership succession, in other 

words, determines the basic norms of the world system, 
which reflect the philosophical foundations of each 
dominant power’s own socio-political “operating system,” 
and under which that player is accorded preeminent 
status-deference as the exemplary polity upon which all 
others are expected to model themselves.

And since China expects to continue to expand its CNP, 
Beijing expects that before long it will be able to set such 
rules for the world. CCP officials have made it clear that in 
their view, countries are not all juridically equal. Instead—
and quite consistent with Confucian theory—states are 
felt to have rights and responsibilities based upon their 
status and position in the world system, viewed along the 
vertical dimension. 

According to the State Council Information Office, 
for instance, “[m]ajor countries should fulfill their 
responsibilities commensurate with their status.” 
Since China is a “major and responsible country,” it 
must therefore be allowed capabilities (e.g., an army) 
“commensurate with China’s status.”68 Not for nothing, 
after all, did then-Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi tell 
delegates to a meeting of the Association of South East 
Asian Nations in 2010 that they needed to understand 
their place in the global pecking order: “China is a big 
country and other countries are small countries, and 
that’s just a fact.”69

For many years in Chinese eyes, America had been the 
global model of power and modernity, and indeed it is 
felt that “[i]nternational politics and the economic system 
have been dominated by Western powers since the First 
Industrial Revolution.”70 Nevertheless, CCP officials now 
stress, “modernization is not equal to Westernization.”71 

They expect that over time, as power continues to shift, 
the locus of that model of systemic centrality will shift 
too, and it will “become equally (or more) appropriate for 
Beijing to set the global rules.”72
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As China expands its power, the point seems to be “for 
China to arrogate for itself a greater role because that is 
what great powers are due.”73 With norms assumed to be 
the result of systemic CNP preeminence, moreover,

“a rising China faced the choice between becoming 
part of the Western system and establishing its 
own system. … Because it was the natural role 
of the dominant player in the system to set the 
rules, especially if this player were a truly virtuous 
country and not merely another selfish hegemon, 
not replacing the American system with something 
different would be, in effect, to forswear China’s 
return—conceding someone else’s continued 
status primacy by forever accepting his rules. The 
demise and replacement of the supposedly U.S.-led 
international system, therefore, was both necessary 
for and pre-ordained by China’s return.”74 

Thus was China’s national “rejuvenation” felt to be 
inseparable from the notion of international centrality. 
As Chinese scholar Ye Zicheng put it, “If China does not 
become a world power, the rejuvenation of the Chinese 
nation will be incomplete. Only when it becomes a 
world power can we say that the total rejuvenation of the 
Chinese nation has been achieved.”75 

Grievance Ideology

We have seen that Chinese strategists hold a view of 
the world in which power is viewed in “comprehensive” 
terms, and in which the state with predominant power 
naturally occupies the central, norm-setting role at the 
center of the global political order. We have also seen that 
Chinese thinkers expect, if present trends continue, that 
this dominant global power will eventually be China. The 
final piece of the puzzle, from the perspective of decoding 
modern Beijing’s strategic vision, comes from the CCP’s 

narrative of why this progression and succession is so 
important—that is, what it is that they feel compels China 
to drive forward toward such systemic supremacy. The 
answer to this question may be found in what has been 
called the CCP’s “grievance ideology.”76

When Xi Jinping urges all Chinese to “work tirelessly to 
realize the Chinese Dream of national rejuvenation,”77 the 
casual observer might imagine this “dream” to be loosely 
analogous to the traditional “American Dream” in which 
all citizens achieve a comfortable, consumerist, middle-
class prosperity. This, however, does not appear to be 
the case at all. While the pursuit of prosperity is indeed 
a critical part of the “Chinese Dream,” its aspirational 
elements also include strikingly other-directed, relational 
ambitions that are conceived in zero-sum terms. Put 
simply, the “Chinese Dream” is not merely about 
acquiring wealth but also about China acquiring position 
in the world vis-à-vis—and at the expense of—other 
states. The country is, in fact, quite notable “in the degree 
to which its conception of national identity and its national 
security strategy seem to be premised on a sense of 
mission in the form of acquiring greater power in the 
world” as against all others.78

The fundamental concept here is the idea of “national 
rejuvenation,” which for years has been the watchword 
for describing the CCP’s ambition for China. Chinese 
officials seldom miss a chance to proclaim their focus 
upon this goal. As Xi Jinping told the CCP’s 19th Party 
Congress, for instance,

“Over the past 96 years, to accomplish the historic 
mission of national rejuvenation … our Party has 
never forgotten its founding mission, nor wavered 
in its pursuit. … National rejuvenation has been the 
greatest dream of the Chinese people since modern 
times began.”79 
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And it is indeed the case that “[t]he core theme animating 
the Party … is the search for something that could restore 
China to its former greatness and would help it achieve 
the goal of ‘national rejuvenation.’”80 

The idea of “rejuvenation” derives from a powerful feeling 
of national grievance, one with deep politico-psychological 
roots, but which has also been carefully cultivated by 
regime propagandists. This conception of grievance 
focuses upon the indignities felt to have been inflicted 
upon China at Western and Japanese hands beginning 
in the mid-19th century, which are said to have brought 
about a “Century of Humiliation” against which Chinese 
nationalism has been reacting ever since. 

Notably, this grievance is only partly the result of actual 
harms suffered, for despite the very real pain caused 
by Western arrogance and bullying during that period, 
China was actually not taken over by imperialist armies 
and ruled from European metropoles as was most of the 
non-Western world. (The country, however, did suffer 
terribly in very concrete terms after being invaded by 
Japan in the 1930s, toward the end of the “Century of 
Humiliation.”) Rather, the sharpness of China’s modern 
sense of grievance has more to do with the heights of its 
self-regard during ancient times.

In years past, China regarded itself as the center of 
human civilization—the self-conceived “Middle Kingdom,” 
articulated more in political, moral, and cultural terms than 
specifically geographic ones82—to which all other peoples 
needed to show awestruck deference. Many scholars 
and other observers have pointed out the remarkable 
arrogance of this ancient Chinese worldview, but Zheng 
Wang summarizes it well in linking China’s pride in past 
centuries to its modern ideology of national grievance.

According to Wang, China suffers from a “Chosenness-
Myths-Trauma (CMT) complex.” In this complex, China’s 
deeply ingrained feeling of being a people “chosen” for 

civilizational and geopolitical greatness gave a special 
trauma and poignancy to the “humiliations” of being 
humbled in the 19th century by Westerners. (Those 
foreign barbarians, moreover, were not merely more 
powerful in military terms, but in their civilizational self-
confidence and technologically sophisticated modernity 
also disdained the cultural Sinicization with which Chinese 
had historically tried to console themselves when outside 
armies had in the past sometimes overmatched China’s 
own.83 From a Chinese perspective, this made things 
even worse.)84 Observes Wang,

“Without a clear understanding of Chinese 
chosenness and myths, we would not be able to 
understand what the history of the hundred years 
after the Opium War means to these proud Chinese. 
We would also not be able to understand the shock of 
the century of humiliation, which still affects Chinese 
thought today and forms the national trauma attached 
to the Chinese people’s collective memory.”85

Chinese nationalist sloganeering about “national 
rejuvenation” goes back at least to Sun Yat-sen, who 
wrote about the need to “rejuvenate China.”86 The phrase 
itself was not much used by the CCP for some time, 
however, not least because its clear reference to and 
emphasis upon restoring China’s ancient degree of status 
and predominance in the world was not consistent with 
Deng Xiaoping’s desire for China to “hide its capabilities” 
while its strength was growing. During the Dengist period, 
therefore, it was more common to speak of the strategic 
goal “invigorating China,”87 which it was hoped would 
seem more innocuous to foreigners who might otherwise 
become concerned about the country’s geopolitical 
ambitions and take actions to impede China’s rise.

However, with the “patriotic education” program initiated 
by government officials in the 1990s under Jiang Zemin 
after the Tiananmen Square Massacre—a massive 
nationwide campaign aimed at nursing humiliation 
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narratives, which has been described as “the CCP’s 
most successful mass movement”88—phrasing 
about “rejuvenation” was openly and enthusiastically 
embraced. This shift was significant in its substantive 
connotations, for indeed “‘rejuvenation’ (fuxing) invokes 
ideas of past glory, to which one is returning, invoking 
historical memory both of past greatness/centrality and 
humiliation.”89 It was also significant in the clarity of the 
signal it sent both to the Chinese people themselves and 
to anyone who might have been paying attention in the 
outside world.

Arguably, that shift of rhetorical emphasis from 
“invigoration” to “rejuvenation” was an early sign of the 
eventual demise of Dengist strategic caution in favor 
of more self-assertive Chinese revisionism, which will 
be described in more detail later. Today, however, the 
message is unmistakable. The CCP’s modern imperative 
of restoring China to its imagined ancient status vis-à-vis 
the rest of the world—which I have termed China’s “Great 
Telos of Return” (GTR)—is 

“a politico-strategic meme that takes its cue 
from ‘the century-old dream of rejuvenating the 
Chinese nation and Chinese civilization,’ making 
this rejuvenation a central focus of and aspiration 
for national policy—indeed, arguably the central 
focus and aspiration. … [The GTR represents] the 
idea that, after all its humiliations at Western and 
Japanese hands since the mid-nineteenth century, 
it is China’s destiny to return to the position of global 
status and power that its history and civilizational 
excellence ensure that it deserves and has a right 
to enjoy. … [T]he idea of China’s return has been 
something of a pole star for Chinese politics and 
policy for many decades: a means of organizing 
and prioritizing issues and policies according to 
the degree to which they contribute to the great 
mission of the country’s national rejuvenation. … 

The imperative of making China stronger—and, 
ultimately, returning it to the place of global status 
and power that it is said to deserve and that it 
enjoyed in ages past—runs like a central nerve 
through modern Chinese politics and strategy….”90

Through the prism of grievance—and the presumed 
redress of this grievance in a future world that has 
been “returned” to its supposedly natural, traditionally 
Sinocentric state—it is easy to see the degree to which 
the “Chinese Dream” thus inherently implies China’s 
elevation over all others.

“When Chinese officials speak of the ‘China Dream’—a 
phrase particularly associated with Xi Jinping, but which 
draws upon longstanding themes in literature and 
culture—they envision the achievement of a China that 
has ‘returned’ to a degree of global power and status that 
it believes it historically held, and that it has longed to 
re-establish ever since Western colonial powers bested 
the Qing Dynasty with embarrassing ease in the military 
conflicts of the 1840s and later in the 19th century.”91

The focus upon past national “humiliation” in Chinese 
political and strategic discourse thus inherently 
associates the “national rejuvenation” envisioned by the 
“Chinese Dream” not merely with becoming prosperous, 
but also with “a desire for xuechi—which can be 
rendered broadly as ‘cleansing humiliation’ or sharply as 
‘revenge’—that is impossible to satisfy.”92 The quest for a 
“method to avenge humiliation” (xuechi tiaoyue) has thus 
been central to Chinese nationalism for generations,93 
and in recent times has been a powerful engine for the 
CCP’s revisionist strategic ambition.

“Today—as its growing wealth and power give it 
ever more options and encourage its leaders to 
believe that national ‘return’ is nearly within their 
grasp—the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) regime 
carries a chip on its shoulder as the self-promoted 
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embodiment of a wounded and humiliated 
civilization.  Beijing harbors a longstanding strategic 
agenda of ‘returning’ to something akin to primacy,  
it justifies domestic repression with rhetoric of foreign 
subversion, and it now has resources with which to 
act upon its dreams of restored glory on a world-
historical scale. … The PRC’s self-perceived mission 
to right wrongs suffered in its loss of preeminent 
global status ha[s] given its revisionist agenda shape 
and focus, not least by encouraging it not merely 
to seek greater power and influence vis-à-vis other 
countries—and especially the United States—but 
indeed to promote the export of its authoritarian 

model and to demand that the rest of the world 
endorse and validate the CCP’s own narrative of the 
PRC and its role in the world.”94 

Today, it appears not to be uncommon in China to think 
—as Chinese scholar Yan Xuetong put it in 2001—that 
“[t]he rise of China is granted by nature,” and that China’s 
decline was “a historical mistake” which must now be 
corrected.95 On the basis of this grievance ideology, it 
is the CCP’s objective “to reorder the world order.”96 
(Part II of this trilogy will explore the various aspects of 
Chinese power that CCP officials feel will contribute to the 
achievement of this dream of “national rejuvenation.”) 
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The Opportunity

Viewing the world through this threefold prism of CNP 
theory, norm-setting hegemonism, and an ideology that 
revolves around avenging national grievance by returning 
China to center stage in the international system, leaders 
in Beijing see China’s growing wealth and power as 
creating an extraordinary window of opportunity for 
it in the mid-21st century. This period of opportunity, 
moreover, coincides—with enormous symbolic 
importance—with the centenary of the CCP’s seizure  
of power in 1949.

A Global Turning Point

Today, as seen from the CCP’s leadership headquarters 
at Zhongnanhai in Beijing, the world “is undergoing a 
level of profound change that has not been seen in a 
hundred years.”97 This phrasing is of great importance, 
for it echoes how Chinese themselves described the 
momentous events surrounding the Qing Dynasty’s 
fateful encounter with European imperialist power that 
led to the collapse of China’s self-perceived ascendancy 
and the country’s subjugation to Western norms.98 In the 
present-day context, speaking of something “not seen in 
a hundred years” signals that those disruptive changes 
and affronts to the natural order of things are now on the 
verge of finally being undone. And indeed, as Elizabeth 
Economy has noted, “[m]any Chinese foreign policy elites 
… believe that the world is now in the midst of dramatic 
shifts that favor China’s call for change.”99 

After generations of hope and preparation, according 
to Xi Jinping, it is now the case that “changes in the 
global governance system and the international order 
are speeding up.” The new era for China that is today 
dawning, Xi has said,

“will be an era for all of us, the sons and daughters 
of the Chinese nation, to strive with one heart to 
realize the Chinese Dream of national rejuvenation. 

It will be an era that sees China moving closer to 
center stage and making greater contributions to 
mankind.”100

Soon—specifically, between 2035 and “the middle of 
the 21st century”—China is expected to have “become 
a global leader in terms of composite national strength 
and international influence.”101 The objective today 
is to “create a mighty force that enables us to realize 
the Chinese Dream.”102 As a result of the “once-in-a-
century shift in the world situation”103 that is presently 
underway, China aims to become the “global leader in 
innovation” and has already “become a leading country 
in comprehensive national strength and international 
influence” that is “moving closer toward the world’s 
center stage.”104

Not for nothing, therefore, do Western observers, 
including both government officials105 and scholarly 
observers,106 label China’s strategic vision a “revisionist” 
one. “China’s grand strategy represents an ambitious 
long-term vision to achieve comprehensive national power 
and global preeminence, supplanting the United States[’] 
current position of leadership.”107

The Collapse of “Taoist Nationalism”

The strategic vision described in this three-part series 
appears to have guided Chinese strategy for many years, 
but China was not always as open about its sweeping 
ambition as it is today. As mentioned earlier, in fact, 
under Deng Xiaoping the CCP went to some trouble to 
downplay any suggestion that China’s rise would involve 
any challenge to the existing international order, or indeed 
present any threat to anyone at all. This circumspection, 
however, was merely tactical, being undertaken under 
Deng’s explicit admonishment108 that the Chinese 
people should “bide our time and hide our capabilities” 
(taoguang yanghui). Under this rubric, in other words, 
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it was China’s policy to hide the appearance of surging 
national strength in order to avoid provoking other 
countries into mobilizing against it in ways that might slow 
or imperil that rise.109

It was implicit in the concept of “hiding and biding,” 
however, that at some point China would be strong 
enough finally to feel safe in expressing and acting on its 
national ambition.110 Deng Xiaoping’s aphorism is usually 
quoted as recounted above, but in the original Chinese 
this implication is barely even implicit. John Garver, for 
instance, translates the relevant portion of Deng’s full 
comment as “conceal our capabilities and await an 
opportune moment to make a comeback,”111 which 
leaves even less room for ambiguity in making clear that 
it was always China’s intention to eventually reclaim its 
ancient lost glory.

And indeed, as the country’s strength grew during 
the 1990s and 2000s, Chinese elites appeared to 
become increasingly impatient with Dengist strategic 
caution—a philosophy that Wang Fuchun termed “Taoist 
nationalism”112—and more eager for China to flex its 
muscles. The turning point seems to have come in the 
wake of the global financial crisis of 2008 – 09, which 
Chinese leaders took as a sign that the United States was 
indeed in decline as a superpower, and that China’s time 
was now finally arriving.113

Even before the financial crisis, “a rather broad-based 
nationalist sentiment longing for a greater China” was 
said to be creating growing demand “for a more assertive 
and more demanding Chinese foreign policy.”114 Senior 
officials began to tell the media that “China is now far 
too powerful to be contained,” and observers noted a 
pronounced impatience with Dengist caution.115 Even as 
early as 2000, in fact, Michael Swaine and Ashley Tellis 
had seen the trajectory quite clearly: 

“Thanks to the fruits of the reform program initiated 
in 1978, China now perceives the acquisition of 
‘comprehensive national strength’ as being within its 
grasp—strength, which if acquired, would enable it 
to both resolve its pressing internal developmental 
problems as well as reacquire the military capabilities 
and international political status it lost at the beginning 
of the modern era. … The traditional objectives that 
the Chinese state has pursued over the centuries 
still remain and they even now constitute the ends to 
which all the efforts relating to economic growth and 
internal transformation are directed.”116

After the 2008 financial crisis, impatience with Dengist 
strategic caution and longings for action began to show 
up more clearly and overtly in Chinese pronouncements. 
Wang Yizhou of Beijing University’s School of International 
Studies, for instance, suggested “creative involvement” as 
a departure from and substitute for strategic time-biding 
caution.117 And Hu Jintao himself began to qualify Deng’s 
aphorism, referring to the need to “uphold Tao Guang 
Yang Hui and Actively Accomplish Something”—soon 
also adding that it was time to “make more offensive 
moves.”118

This trend accelerated under Xi Jinping, who has left 
“hide and bide” caution far behind as he has sped up 
China’s development of military capabilities with global 
reach,119 illegally seized and militarized disputed territories 
in the South China Sea,120 encroached (sometimes 
violently) upon the territory of China’s neighbors in 
the Himalayas,121 embarked upon a massive buildup 
of strategic nuclear forces,122 waged belligerent and 
provocative campaigns of so-called “wolf warrior” 
diplomacy,123 crushed residual democratic and civil 
society elements in Hong Kong,124 and used economic 
and other pressures to censor overseas speech deemed 
offensive to the CCP’s sensibilities.125
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As Xi Jinping has proudly proclaimed, “the mindset of 
the Chinese people has changed, from passivity to taking 
the initiative.”126 And as China has come to perceive 
its day finally to be dawning as Beijing’s CNP grows 
and America’s power and status shrink, it has clearly 
“felt greater latitude in exercising more assertive and 
even aggressive leverage across all of its international 
relations.”127 As its power has waxed, Beijing has begun 
to articulate “a new conceptual framework for a post-US 
global order.”128

Timeline to the Centenary

As China contemplates its growing power allowing it to 
bring about “a level of profound change that has not been 
seen in a hundred years,”129 CCP leaders now envision 
for themselves a fairly clear timeline by which “national 
rejuvenation” is to have occurred. According to Xi Jinping, 
in the current “period between the 19th and the 20th 
National Congress,” China is on track to achieve what are 
described as “the two centenary goals.”130 By the first 
centenary in 2021—that is, the 100th anniversary of the 
founding of the CCP in 1921—the objective was to have 
built China into a “moderately prosperous society in all 
respects.”131 By the second centennial in 2049— 

the 100th anniversary of the CCP’s seizure of power—
the goal is to make China “a rich, strong, democratic, 
civilized, harmonious modernized socialist nation.”132

(A third centennial goal is also sometimes mentioned: the 
year 2027—the 100th anniversary of the founding of the 
Chinese Workers and Peasants Red Army, the precursor 
to the People’s Liberation Army [PLA].133 By that point, 
the 14th Five-Year Plan anticipates that China will have 
successfully modernized the PLA.134 In addition to the 
two primary centennial goals, moreover, Xi Jinping has 
also added a new, intermediate goal for the year 2035, 
by which point China is expected to have become “‘a 
global leader in terms of composite national strength and 
international influence’ and a ‘proud and active member 
of the international community.’”135)

With this timetable, the CCP has not merely given itself 
an agenda. It has also given itself a deadline, and it has 
linked its own domestic political legitimacy narrative with 
unmistakable clarity to making that deadline. Part III of 
this series will consider in more detail what China seems 
to have in mind for itself in the international system as it 
contemplates completing its “national rejuvenation” by 
the second centennial.
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Conclusions

This, then, is the mindset that the CCP brings to 
international affairs: a belief in the “comprehensive” 
nature of national power; an assumption that the leading 
state in the international system has the opportunity, right, 
and indeed even the duty to set the norms and operating 
rules for that system; a strong feeling of grievance at how 
China was humbled by Western and Japanese power, 
coupled with a strong sense that it is the country’s destiny 
to right that wrong by reclaiming a position at the center 
of the world system; and a sense that China’s opportunity 
for such “national rejuvenation” is indeed nigh. 

As will be explored in Part III, this aggregation of ideas 
and assumptions is driving China toward the pursuit 
of a distinctly Sinocentric world—and arguably even 
an entirely new (or perhaps the revival of an ancient) 
system of international relations. Before turning to the 
CCP’s envisioned geopolitical destination, however, Part 
II of this three-part series will explore the tools and axes 
of competition that Party officials will use to help their 
country ensure that the “China Dream” comes true.
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